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Alhana Starbreeze. Alhana
Starbreeze, Silvanesti Elf, is
first introduced in Dragons
of Winter Night as the
daughter of Speaker of the
Stars
Lorac
Caladon.
During the War of the
Lance, Alhana leads her
people in exile to Ergoth.
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characters - Wikipedia Spiral (Rita Wayword) is a
fictional supervillain turned
superhero appearing in
American comic books
published
by
Marvel
Comics, commonly in
association with Longshot
or the X-Men.Created by
writer Ann Nocenti and
artist Art Adams, the
character first appeared in
Longshot #1 (September,
1985), in which she was
established as a lieutenant
for that titular character's
archenemy, Mojo. Tue, 26
Jun 2018 19:22:00 GMT
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- Last fall I ran Attack of
the Frawgs, the first DCC
RPG release from Thick
Skull
(aka
+Stephen
Newton ) and my players
had a blast with it. Just as
importantly, I did too. The
Haunting of Larvik Island
looks
to
kick
that
experience up a notch.
Here's the players' intro:
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(DCC RPG ... - The Ragtag
Bunch of Misfits trope as
used in popular culture.
This mission is important.

The fate of the battle, nay,
the war, nay, the entire
world rests on â€¦ Sat, 19
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an amusing side note, in a
science essay called "The
Sight Of Home" Isaac
Asimov once calculated
how far an interstellar
colony would have to be
from Terra before Sol was
too dim to be seen in the
colony's night sky with the
naked eye.Turns out that
colonies further than 20
parsecs (65 light-years)
cannot
see
Mankind's
Homestar, because Sol's
apparent
magnitude
is
dimmer than 6. Sun, 20 Jan
2019
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Rockets - 2. ACTION
U.S.A. (1988) - A film that
lives up to it's title. This
film's sole purpose is to
cram as much stuntwork
humanly possible into 89
minutes.
This
Waco,
Texas-lensed
obscurity's
minimal plot begins with
Billy (Ron Shaft) being
abducted by goons working
for crime kingpin Franki
Navarro (80's cameo king
Cameron Mitchell) while
making love to girlfriend
Carmen (Barri Murphy;
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